Computer Networks Reference Textbooks

The following is a list of current networks textbooks that students might find useful as references and alternate sources for understanding networking concepts.

General Networks Texts  \( R = \text{On Reserve} \)


- [Com]  \( \textit{Computer Networks and Internets, Fifth Edition} \), D.E. Comer, Pearson Prentice-Hall, 2009 \( R \{4^{th} \text{Ed}\} \).

- [Hal]  \( \textit{Computer Networking and the Internet, Fifth Edition} \), F. Halsall, Addison-Wesley, 2005 \( R \{4^{th} \text{Ed}\} \).


Routing Texts


- \( \textit{Interconnections - Bridges and Routers} \), R. Perlman, Addison-Wesley, 1992.

LAN Texts


Wireless Texts
